Ford f150 factory radio

The Linkswell GEN2 T-Style multimedia center replaces the factory display screen and climate
control center in select Ford F-Series pickups, enhancing the dash with a The climate controls
are recreated on-screen, allowing the driver to access all related features. Google Maps is
pre-installed, and your choice of Android navigation apps such as Waze can be installed to give
you live updates while driving internet connection required â€” via dedicated or phone hotspot.
By connecting the Linkswell GEN2 T-Style to a mobile or smartphone Wi-Fi hotspot, users can
access the Internet through a browser that displays full web pages with multiple tabs and
search capability. For safety, the Linkswell GEN2 T-Style has three dedicated camera inputs for
optional front, rear and passenger-side camera views. The reverse camera switches when the
vehicle shifts into reverse gear, the right side camera when the right turn signal is applied, and
the front camera is manually operated. We highly recommend reading through this whole
section both before your purchase and prior to installation so you can gain a better
understanding of the capabilities of the unit, the idiosyncrasies of the various installations and
some tips and tricks that will help your install and setup of the system go much smoother. We
will be adding to this section as time goes on, and are happy to take feedback from owners in
order to make this FAQ as definitieve as possible. Feel free to contact us with your feedback on
our Contact Form. Note: The list above is what is known regarding integration with factory
features and options. Some combinations of factory options may not have been tested in the
development of this unit, and may not be supported. We do not refund based on support for
factory features. Below are all the system applications that come loaded to your T-Style from
the factory as well as some fun 3rd party applications that might enhance your experience with
your T-Style Radio. Update files can be downloaded from the Linkswell Inc. Current versions for
all firmware updates will be listed on the Linkswell site. The Linkswell GEN2 T-Style radio
system comes with the Google Maps app pre-installed for use as the default navigation system,
though any navigation app that can be downloaded from the Google Play store can be installed
and used as the default system as well. This means that in order to run Google Maps or any
other Android GPS app you have installed on the radio, you must have a data hotspot in the
vehicle and paired to the radio â€” this can be the factory data hotspot, your phone, a portable
hotspot, etc. The iGo Next Gen Navigation system upgrade gives you the ability to navigate
without consuming data and is pre-installed on your system â€” it just needs the license file to
make it active. Adding the license is an extra-cost option that is normally added at the factory
when you order, but it is possible to activate the iGo system after your purchase. To resolve the
issue, you will need to do multiple updates:. The fix is a very easy modification that can be
accomplished with minimal effort. This dongle requires the use of the charging cable that was
supplied with the phone aftermarket cables are not guaranteed to work properly. This module is
usually seen on older models or lower trim level trucks 4. Some later model trucks with the 4.
Follow this diagram to wire a four camera system:. Mirror your iPhone on the Linkswell T-Style
radio! The Linkswell T-Style radios have the option to change the boot animation sequence to
almost anything you can imagine. We will be constantly adding custom boot animations, and
these will always be available to our customers free of charge. If you are interested in changing
your boot animation to one of the files shown below, please contact Walt via email. The
Linkswell T-Style radios have the option to change the bootup screen splash screen to almost
anything you want. All it takes is to copy a compatible graphic file to a USB stick and run the
Boot Logo app on the radio to choose that graphic. Once installed, it will add an icon to the app
list. At your computer, copy the graphic file you want to install must be pixels wide x pixels tall,.
Our aim is to answer all of your questions in advance so your purchase and installation goes as
smooth as possible. We want to help you choose the right product for your vehicle and your
priorities. Since most electronic products are not eligible for return and refund once installed,
and those that are will incur a restocking fee, it is critical that you understand the features and
limitations of the products you are considering. Please call if you have any questions about the
products you are considering before your purchase or for support after your purchase, and we
will be happy to help! Ford Camera Module for Aftermarket Cameras. F Blind Spot Cameras.
Wireless Trailer Camera. Ford Camera Retention Adapter. Linkswell DVR Camera. Remember
me Log in. Lost your password? This can ONLY be determined at the time of installation. The
T-Style radio is a complete aftermarket radio replacement so it will replace all the factory Ford
Sync parts. The factory CD player is removed when installing the T-Style radio. Can I keep the
factory satellite radio tuner with the T-Style radio? The factory satellite tuner contained in the
factory radio and is removed when installing the T-Style radio. Will the factory remote start still
work with the T-Style radio? The system will activate the climate control in remote start. There is
an application in the Apps list that will give you the control of the factory massage seats.
Heating and cooling functions are maintained in the HVAC interface. Will my Heated Steering
Wheel still function? The steering wheel heater functions are maintained in the HVAC interface.

Will the T-Style system make my manual climate controls into the dual and or Automatic
controls? The system will turn your manual controls into touch screen controls but it will not
add the functions of the Automatic temp control or dual climate control. Will my Ambient
Lighting controls still work? There is an app that controls the Ambient Lighting. Will my factory
camera still work? The radio will retain your factory back up camera and retain the factory
parking and dynamic moving lines. It will also retain the default view of the factory camera
system. If you control the cameras by toggling the camera switch above the radio screen, no
additional adapters are required. Can I add an aftermarket camera to the T-Style radio? If your
truck does not have a factory rear camera, one can be added and will trigger by default in
reverse. The right turn signal input is triggered from the right turn signal. The front camera input
is accessible manually. All camera inputs will need to be turned on in the Settings Menu in order
to be used. Can I add a third brakelight or trailer camera to the system as an add-on to the
factory rear camera? The front camera input is only accessible manually. Will my factory
Steering Wheel Controls work? It will retain the all the functions of the steering wheel controls
except the voice control button due to our system not having any voice control functions Will I
need to purchase any other parts to install a vehicle specific T-Style into my car? If you want full
onscreen controls of the factory camera system you will need to purchase the camera interface.
Does the T-Style Radio retain the factory Bluetooth microphone? Bluetooth functions require
the use of the supplied microphone. The T-Style systems supports the major audio and video
formats. PhoneLink System. See following questions for more info on the PhoneLink System.
The system will work with both Android and Apple phones. You can connect either through
Bluetooth to do hands-free calling and music streaming. How long does it take for the T-Style
radios to fully boot up? The T-Style radio is literally an Android tablet, so just like your laptop,
tablet, phone or desk top computer it takes time for the systems to power up. It will take
approximately 25 seconds to completely boot up. The back up camera will work before the
system boots up and display with in 5 seconds of turning on the key. What navigation system
does the radio come with? The system comes with Google Maps already installed, but any
navigation app you can download from the Google Play Store can be used in its place. NOTE:
All app-based navigation systems will require the use of a internet hotspot either a dedicated
hotspot or your phone hotspot for their data. Installation of the GPS antenna will still be
required when using Google Maps or any app-based navigation system or location-based app.
What version of Android does the T-Style Radio system run? KitKat 4. In our product
development this platform has been the most reliable platform to build the system off of.
Linkswell looked into other Android versions, but in their product development and testing the
newer Android platforms failed to remain stable which could result in vehicle failure. Can you
upgrade the Android version? Changing that could result in catastrophic failure. Please see
above question on why the radio currently uses 4. A note of caution: the more memory you use
for applications and media, the more likely to affect the speed of the system. Can I go online
with the T-Style radios? The T-Style radios are Android tablets, and so are able to do the
majority of the same things a standard tablet can do â€” things like access to the Google Play
store for apps, a web browser for internet exploring, etc. The system requires an outside
hotspot to make the internet browser and online applications work. Can I connect a T-Style
Radio to aftermarket amplifiers? Linkswell is in the process of developing a separate tuner
interface to work with SiriusXM, so there is currently no SiriusXM option other than using the
SiriusXM app either through the system itself or through the PhoneLink system How do I update
my system to the latest firmware? How long is the warranty? All Linkswell products have a 1
year replacement warranty from time of purchase. Is this system the same as the other brands
out there? Linkswell is not related to any of the other brands selling a similar-looking product.
Linkswell has their own product development team and software engineers that do product
development out of their Southern California office. Others, notably the Phoenix Android Radio,
are based out of China and have little to no North American presence or support. ADC Mobile
will not sell other brands, as we have not determined that their commitment to quality is the
equal of Linkswell. Installation: Can I do the installation myself? How difficult is it and how long
should it take? However, it depends entirely on your skill level and your willingness to approach
the installation with care and caution. You will absolutely need to take your time, read the
instructions, watch our videos and do a methodical, step by step install. We will try as much as
possible to assist you in attempting the installation yourself, with phone support from installers
with decades of experience. We categorize this install at a on a 10 scale of difficulty again,
provided you read the instructions and watch the videos , as there no operations that require
anything more than basic hand tools and reasonable care to complete. On a base or SONY
system, most people will do the installation start to finish in under 4 hours. Is there anything I
need to do on the factory radio before I remove it? If your truck has the factory hotspot, you will

only be able to review or change the password to it from the factory radio. If you do not take this
step, you will need to remove the T-Style radio and reinstall the factory radio in order to retrieve
the password! Are there any tips or tricks that will make the installation easier or minimize the
possibility of damage to the radio or my truck? Nothing will wreck your day faster than ruining
the finish on your new radio! Take your time! Allow plenty of time for the installation and setup
of your new radio. Do the setup when you can spend the time to learn the system and explore
all of the menus. Try to line up a spouse or a friend to lend a hand when it comes time to make
all of your connections. The orange clips that hold the factory radio trim into the dashboard will
need to be swapped to the new radio. Lay a soft cloth or towel under the radio as you install the
clips onto the new bezel. There will be nothing more frustrating than getting the system all done
and bolted back in only to find that you overlooked a connector or have something plugged into
the wrong spot. If FM works and AM does not, check the connection on the antenna adapter.
Make sure all USB ports charge your phone and play digital media. Make sure the Bluetooth
system works and that you can make calls using the outboard microphone. If not, make sure the
microphone is plugged in tight. Make sure the steering wheel controls work. Make sure the
HVAC system is set and works properly. If not, follow the programming steps in the Climate
Control sheet included with the radio. Make sure the factory buttons at the top of the bezel are
plugged in and work properly. Make sure the radio can pair to your hotspot and that it connects
to the internet. If not, make sure the small rubber antenna is installed and tight and that you
wrote down the factory hotspot password before pulling the factory radio. Make sure the
backup camera works. If it displays two sets of parking lines, you can turn off the second set in
the settings menu. If not, check the GPS antenna connection. Make sure the DVR camera
operates. If not, check the USB connection and that the connection in its harness is plugged in
tight. Do you have any tips if I have this professionally installed? If you choose to have a
professional installer do the installation, we HIGHLY recommend that you encourage them to
watch the installation video in order to familiarize himself with the process. Most professional
installers have never seen these types of radios, and so are not familiar with every step required
for a successful installation and most of them HATE reading manuals or watching installation
videos. We have had many instances of customers calling because portions of their systems
did not work as intended, and the majority were caused by the installer overlooking all of the
connections that needed to be made, and not testing the system before delivery. If you do
decide to have it professionally installed, we will gladly talk to your installer to pass along our
tips and tricks. The installation guide included with the unit is not very explicit. How can I find
more information on the installation process? We agree that the installation guide included with
the system is pretty bare-bones. The basic operations are almost identical. Does the GPS
antenna need to be mounted outside or need to be visible in the truck? The GPS antenna does
not need to be mounted outside the truck and does not need to be visible inside the truck. As
long as there is no metal between the top of the GPS antenna and its view of the sky, it can be
mounted almost anywhere. Try and mount it high and to the side so it has a clear view of the
sky through the plastic dashboard panel. Where is the best place to mount the supplied
microphone? We ALWAYS recommend clipping the mic to the forward edge of the headliner in
the center of the truck in front of the rear view mirror. Extensive testing has proven this to be
the most effective location for hands-free call quality due to the fact that the headliner is
specifically designed to quiet the interior and soak up vibrations from the road. DO NOT mount
the microphone to any hard plastic surfaces if at all possible, as any vibration from these panels
will transmitted directly into the mic, affecting sound quality. What is the stubby antenna for and
do I need to use it? We DO NOT recommend using the factory antenna without ensuring that it
works before you finalize the installation. Although the connectors are the same and the factory
GPS antenna will connect to the T-Style radio, we have seen numerous examples of the factory
GPS antenna not reporting consistently to the new radio. For this reason, and for the best
performance, we strongly suggest that you install and use the GPS antenna provided with the
radio. We do recommend plugging in all of the additional plugs that came with system into the
proper ports on the back of the unit, regardless of whether you intend to use them or not ,
simply so that if you ever decide in the future to add amplifiers or other accessories, all of the
plugs will be there instead of getting lost in the garage somewhereâ€¦ Do I retain the CD player
or Audio Module ACM in the standard installation? The system receives data for the clock from
a few different sources which can sometimes cause the clock to change times. Upon restarting
it the icons will now show up in the climate control panel. If your truck is equipped with the
factory camera system that activates the different camera views from the touchscreen, it will
require the optional camera module to retain the touchscreen icons. A firmware update and
additional programming may be required to activate the camera module. See this tech tip to
review the steps required. You must connect the radio to a data source such as a hotspot built

into the vehicle, dedicated mobile hotspot or a hotspot built into your cell phone since the
T-Style radio needs an internet connection in order to run any app-based navigation system, or
any apps that require data. Identify the network you want to use from those displayed and enter
the username and password for the network. More than one wi-fi network can be paired to the
system, but only one can be active at a time. A list of apps will populate the right side.
Double-tap the app you want to run with the navigation icon. A list of options will populate the
right side. I get no audio from the radio â€” what is the problem? See this tech bulletin for
instructions to modify the male two pin plug. How do I get my climate controls to work
correctly? With so many different trim levels in vehicles today, having a system that fits them all
often requires you to do some settings changes. Due to the nature of the Android platform, the
radio may not be able to support subwoofer RCA output while the system is using 3rd party
applications. Some apps in Google Play Store tell me they are incompatible with my version of
Android â€” why? The Android version in this radio is 4. Some apps require higher levels of
Android in order to install and run. Click on the APK file and you will be asked if you want to
install it. Once installed, it should show up under the App List, where you will be able to click on
it to run the app. Why does my screen go black when I turn on my right turn signal? If you have
not installed a right-side camera but have that camera enabled in the menu, it will switch over to
the right camera screen but display a black screen. This can be turned off in the settings of the
ADAS app. Why does my DVR camera not record any trips? In order to record your trips, you
will need to supply an appropriate SD card. Unfortunately due to the way the Android platform
works, the system can only have one application active at a time. So when you are in a phone
call, the Bluetooth application must be in the front or the call will drop. While a navigation app
can run in the background, a phone call can not. Can I change the background on my T-Style
Radio image? Due to the system not simply being an Android Tablet but there are multiple
overlay screens in play that control the vehicle and other functions, changing the background is
not possible without adding additional apps. Can I change the icons on the home screen of my
T-Style Radio? Can I change the boot up screen? Instead of the Ford Raptor bootup screen that
was installed at the factory, you can change the boot up image to any image you want that is
pixels wide X pixels tall by using the Boot Logo App in the App List. Can I change the boot up
animation? ADC Mobile customers may request full access to all of these animations â€” send
your request via the contact form. Can I turn off the boot up animation? This will allow the
bootup screen image to display during the entire bootup process. You have to be sure you use
the separate microphone that came with your T-Style radio. There is no longer a built-in mic on
the face of the radio nor are we able to retain the factory microphone. My factory USB port is
dead â€” it will not charge my phone or allow me to play music from a USB stick- what is the
problem? If this is not plugged in, the factory USB port will be inactive. My factory USB port
lights up and will allow me to play music but will not charge my phone â€” what is the problem?
On some factory systems, Ford supplied a different style of USB hub that does not pass enough
power to charge the phone and may cycle the charging icon on and off continuously. If it does
charge properly on one of the other ports, the factory USB hub may need to be swapped to a
different version. CarPlay should start. Some users have reported problems using iOS Android
Auto should start. Can I mirror my phone display to the T-Style radio? Yes, but with warnings.
Note that not nearly all phones will be compatible with screen mirroring mode, so this function
may not work for you. This will bring up the settings menu for the dongle and app. To switch to
mirroring mode, change the setting for either phone. There are also three options for
compatibility mode â€” you may have to experiment with these settings in order to get the best
performance and stability. When you are done, back out of that menu and test for proper
operation. If you DO NOT get proper display operation, go back into the menu and revert your
settings to they way they were from the factory. Why do the icons on the APP List keep
flashing? There is an updated version of the APP that if installed will make it so the dongle can
stay plugged in without cycling. The climate control panel closing quickly is due to the
PhoneLink Application cycling in the back ground. The keypad disappearing quickly is due to
the PhoneLink Application cycling in the back ground. Why when trying to program the system
it keeps taking me back in the menu? The menu going back a page on its own is due to the
PhoneLink Application cycling in the back ground. Why does the keyboard keeps closing before
I finish using it? The keyboard closing on its own is due to the PhoneLink Application cycling in
the back ground. To install any of these applications follow the instructions below. To install the
applications; Click the hyperlink to the APP you desire to download. Turn your vehicle on and
boot up your LinksWell T-Style radio. Select yes and then the system will begin to install the
APP. To view this content, you need to have JavaScript enabled in your browser. To do so,
please follow these instructions. No options Extract the contents of the. Take the USB to the
truck, turn the truck on and allow the system to boot up. A status bar should show up showing

the process of the update. Once the update finishes the screen will flash off and back on.
Unplug the USB and go back to the computer for step 2. A status bar should show up showing
the progress of the update. Once the update is finished the screen will flash off then on. Unplug
the USB and go back to the computer for step 3. Unplug the USB and go back to the computer
for step 4. The system should recognize the update file and pop up an alert asking if you want to
run the update. Press yes and allow the update to run. Once the update is finished, the system
will reboot. Allow the system to reboot completely, then remove the USB drive. Once you have
completed all 4 steps your system will have the latest software updates and features. To resolve
the issue, you will need to do multiple updates: Update your iPhone to at least iOS If updates
are available for the app and the hardware, install all updates. View this post on Instagram.
Some examples: To view this content, you need to have JavaScript enabled in your browser.
Unplug the USB stick and reboot the radio. Your new graphic should be displayed. You may
also likeâ€¦. Quick View. This input is designed to accept a rear camera input, whether from an
aftermarket camera with RCA output, or from the factory camera if equipped using one of the
two adapters provided with the system. Please review the images and descriptions below to
help determine which of the adapters you will use if to adapt the factory camera that displays on
the factory screen:. The Base and Sony audio systems do not require any additional parts or
adapters other than what is supplied with the radio. The photo below shows the suggested
mounting method for the CD player module:. The Linkswell T-Style radio is capable of running a
rear, right side and front camera using the harnesses included with the radio. The rear camera
would trigger with the reverse input, the right side triggers with the right blinker and the front
camera is manually triggered. Start the vehicle, and when the radio is booted up, open the App
List. Press the link when it appears:. Restart the vehicle. If you have done the import correctly,
you will have changed this:. Skip to main content. Related: ford f oem radio f radio kit f stereo
oem. Include description. Black 7 Items 7. Blue 1 Items 1. Not Specified 35 Items Placement on
Vehicle. Left 2 Items 2. Front 19 Items Rear 1 Items 1. Center 5 Items 5. Not Specified 21 Items
No Warranty 1 Items 1. Unspecified Length 9 Items 9. Not Specified 15 Items Factory Automotive
Distributors 1 Items 1. Ford 39 Items Lincoln 1 Items 1. OEM 3 Items 3. Brand
electrical consumer unit wiring diagram
1983 ez go golf cart wiring diagram
k5 blazer images
Type. Genuine OEM 40 Items Private Label 1 Items 1. Not Specified 2 Items 2. Plastic 8 Items 8.
Fitment Type. Direct Replacement 17 Items Not Specified 26 Items New 22 Items New other see
details 1 Items 1. Remanufactured 1 Items 1. Used 17 Items Please provide a valid price range.
Buying Format. All Listings Accepts Offers Auction 1. Buy It Now Item Location. US Only. North
America. Delivery Options. Free International Shipping. Show only. Free Returns. Returns
Accepted. Authorized Seller. Completed Items. Sold Items. Authenticity Guarantee. More filters
Any Free International Shipping. Gallery View Customize. Find the right parts for your F Enter
Make Tell us about your vehicle to find the right parts faster. Buy It Now. Last one. Shipping not
specified. Leave feedback about your eBay search experience - opens in new window or tab.
This page was last updated: Feb Number of bids and bid amounts may be slightly out of date.
See each listing for international shipping options and costs.

